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Chapter 1

Abstract

This study addresses the problem of position-tracking control of underactuated au-

tonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) in the presence of ocean currents in a horizontal

plane. To track a path consisting of way-points a nonlinear position-tracking controller

is presented based on the Lyapunov stability theory and the backstepping technique.

An optimization technique is used to aboard the time-optimal navigation problem in

stationary flow-fields. Thus, the objective is to find the fastest trajectory path be-

tween initial and final points and generate intermediate way-points for the controller to

track. Simulations are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the propose control

schemes and the optimization of the route planner.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

The ocean regions are dynamic and complex environments that are driven by an intri-

cate interaction between atmospheric, oceanographic, estuarine/riverine, and land-sea

processes. Effective observation and quantification of these processes requires the simul-

taneous measurement of diverse water properties to capture the spatial and temporal

variability [1]. The Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are playing a crucial

role in exploration and exploitation of resources located in these oceanic environments,

these type of vehicles are being primarily used for investigations of artificial underwater

structures such as piles and caissons in harbours [2], detect an localise pollutant sources

[3] and perform long distance, long duration oceanographic sampling tasks [4].

Rapid progress in marine robotics is steadily affording scientists advanced tools for

ocean exploration and exploitation. However, much work remains to be done before

marine robots can roam the oceans freely, acquiring scientific data on the temporal and

spatial scales that are naturally imposed by the phenomena under study. To meet these

goals, robots must be equipped with systems to steer them accurately and reliably in

the harsh marine environment. For this reason, there has been considerable interest

over the last few years in the development of advanced methods for marine vehicle

motion control. Namely, point stabilization, trajectory tracking, and path-following

control.

Due to the highly nonlinear dynamics of ocean vehicles and the significant environ-

ment disturbances, it is a great challenge to control this type of vessels. The vehicle

under consideration display three primary attributes that make the motion planning
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Chapter 2. Introduction 5

and control problems challenging [5]. The attributes are (i) the vehicles are underac-

tuated, there is no direct actuation on every DOF of the vehicle, (ii) the equations of

motion of the vehicle are nonlinear and coupled, and (iii) there are unknown distur-

bances entering the equations of motion. Individually, these factors can be difficult to

handle, so their combination in a single design problem presents a interesting task.

Typically, tracking problems for autonomous vehicles are solved by designing control

laws that make the vehicles track a pre-specified feasible “state-space” trajectories, i.e.,

trajectories that specify the time evolution of the linear and angular positions and ve-

locities, and that are consistent with vehicles dynamics [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]. This

approach known in the literature as Path Following, suffers from the drawback that the

AUVs dynamics exhibit complex non-linear terms as mentioned previously and most

of them are underactuated systems, making the task of computing a feasible trajectory

hard. Other approach, mostly used in practical applications, is to track the desired

positions of a path in order to reach all the detected targets with minimal error [12]

[13] [14], this approach is the way-point tracking which is treated in this work.

Similarly, the ocean current is one of the primary disturbances acting on the dy-

namics of a marine vessel, this environmental factor is generated from the forces acting

on the sea water, induced by the earth’s rotation, the wind, the temperature and salin-

ity differences, and the gravitation of the moon. Considering the guidance problem

to make a vehicle to transfer to a given destination in a region of ocean currents, it

is natural that there happen considerable navigation time differences corresponding to

the selection of an individual navigation path, specially when the vehicle speed relative

to the water is often comparable to the current field that they are going through, that

is the case of the AUVs, which typically travel at some optimum speed determined by

the trade-off between the power required to overcome drag and the power consumed by

onboard computers and sensors [15].

So the objective of the path planner is then to find an optimal steering angle or a

path in the spatial environment, whose inertial (earth-referenced) speed is influenced

by the ambient fluid motion. In these types of studies the variations between the op-

timal trajectory and neighboring sub-optimal solutions may not significantly alter the

course of motion. In addition, since the distance over which the motion takes place is

much larger than the minimum turning radius (synoptic scale), the turning segments

become negligible as compared to the entire trajectory and the vehicle can be treated
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as a particle [16].

Taking into account that only a horizontal plane movement is under consideration

the Optimization methods related to the path optimization challenge can be broadly

classified into direct and indirect methods. The direct methods find an optimal path di-

rectly and employ only the dynamical equations and constraint equations, a commonly

used approach is to discretized the horizontal plane where each cell inside the grid is

assigned a vector, representing the average current speed inside the cell, the problem,

is to find a minimum-length path inside the graph and graph-search algorithms can

be employed [17]. Other nonlinear programming and evolutionary methods have been

used to solve trajectory optimization problems by the direct method, [18] shows an

extension of the heuristic method known as Rapidly exploring Random trees for a path

planning environment, [19] uses a genetic algorithm for computing an optimal path

of an AUV in reference of the energy used by the vehicle, in [20] is presented a ex-

tension and comparison of different evolutionary optimization algorithms like POS or

ACO. The indirect methodology is based on the solution of the optimal control problem

based on the calculus of variations, these methods solve for the costates of the systems,

that is the Lagrange multipliers of the system, and the augmented system from the

costates and real states derive the optimal control laws. Indirect methods require both

the dynamical and costate equations to be solved simultaneously, as in [21], where they

treated the problem as an optimal controller obtaining a time guidance law of a surface

vessel, by solving a two point boundary value problem and obtaining solutions known

as variations of extremals, this methodology is related to the work developed in [22], [23].

The objective of this work is to design a combined guidance and control system to

achieve way-point tracking of an AUV before it stops at the final goal position. The

AUV will be forced to follow a predefined reference path consisting in intermediate

way-points generated by the optimization of the path planning technique based on the

current ocean interaction with the vehicle and leading to the final target with an a

smooth approximation that drive the vehicle near to the final position. This work

is organized as follows: in Chapter 3 a brief description of the AUV is presented,

including the mathematical model used in this work and an explanation about the

relaxations that were taken into account in the mathematical model used. Section 4

the nonlinear position-tracking controller in a horizontal plane is formulated for the

problem of way-point tracking of the AUV described in the previous section taking into
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account the interaction of the ocean currents into the dynamics of the model. In section

5 is defined the path-planning problem to be solved and describes the characteristics

of the proposed algorithm to solve the optimization route planning. Section 6 show

different simulations of both the position-tracking controller and the path-planning

optimization to corroborate the results of the work developed, and in section 7 some

conclusions and remarks are made.



Chapter 3

AUV Model

An Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) is a robotic device that is driven through

the water by a propulsion system, controlled and piloted by an onboard computer, and

maneuverable in three dimensions. This level of control, under most environmental

conditions, permits the vehicle to follow precise preprogrammed trajectories wherever

and whenever required. Sensors on board the AUV sample the ocean as the AUV moves

through it, providing the ability to make both spatial and time series measurements.

Sensor data collected by an AUV is automatically geospatially and temporally refer-

enced and normally of superior quality. Multiple vehicle surveys increase productivity,

can insure adequate temporal and spatial sampling, and provide a means of investigat-

ing the coherence of the ocean in time and space.

Due to technical constraints, AUVs were engaged in limited tasks and missions but

with rapid enhancement in technology nowadays AUVs are being deployed for many

critical jobs with persistently evolving roles and missions.

i Commercial: Most of the oil and gas industry requires sea floor mapping and

surveying before developing infrastructure. Nowadays AUVs are the most cost

effective solution for this job with minimum environmental interference. With the

help of AUVs we have an upper hand over the traditional bathymetric technique.

Also post-lay pipeline surveys are now possible.

ii Military: Incorporating its sonar technology AUVs are capable of detecting manned

submarines in anti-submarine warfare. They are also used to locate mines and

detect unidentified objects to secure an area.
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iii Research: To explore the ocean floor and microscopic lives in it scientist use AUVs

equipped with special sensors for their detection and study.

iv Environment: For long term monitoring of radiation levels, leakage, pollution in

aquatic habitats and inspection of underwater structures such as dams, pipelines

and dykes AUVs are being utilized.

Summarizing, AUV covers two different groups of vehicles, namely flight vehicles

and hovering vehicles. Flight vehicles are often used for surveys, searches, object de-

livery and object location, while hovering vehicles are used for detailed inspection and

physical work around fixed objects [24].

Table 3.1: Subsystems of autonomous underwater robots
systems Subsystems Needs/requirements Methods/models
Mission Sensors Long range information for detecting and inspect-

ing a target of interest
Sonar

Planner Plans for the mission goals, unexpected events or
system failures

Traditional planner

World modeling Set of models for the AUV system and its mission
environment

Data fusion Meaningful & correct information from massive
data of multi sensors

Analytic methods, AI

Computer software Tools for developing computer codes for vehicle
support and simulation systems, fault-tolerance
operation

System software, appli-
cation software

Hardware Integration of electronic modules in a powerful, ro-
bust & flexible manner

System architecture,
communication net-
work, mass storage

Fault-tolerance Accommodation of hardware & software failures Redundancy design
Platform Hull Platform for mission package, depth & power re-

quirements, stability, modularity for different mis-
sion parameters

Steel, aluminum, tita-
nium, composite, ce-
ramic

Propulsion Navigation/station keeping
Power Power for propulsion, mission system & payload
Workpackage Tools for cutting, sampling, cleaning, marking,

stabilization, docking, retrieval & launch
Manipulators

Emergency Initialing appropriate action in response to the ab-
normal vehicle condition and providing means for
locating a disabled AUV

Emergency buoy, drop
weight, flame smoke,
beacon

Vehicle sensor Navigation AUV position relative to a fixed coordinate system Acoustic, Doppler,
fiber-optic gyro, GPS,
inertia system

Obstacle avoidance
system

Detecting & avoiding obstacles Acoustic, laser

Self-diagnostic Monitoring and evaluating the vehicle operational
parameters for subsystem status

Sensors for voltage,
thruster, rpm, speed
sensor, leak & temper-
ature

Communication Transfering commands and data between a surface
station and vehicles

Fiber-optics, acoustic,
radio, laser
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Table 3.2: SNAME notation for state variables
Name Description Units

u Linear velocity on {B} surge m/s
v Linear velocity on {B} sway m/s
w Linear velocity on {B} heave m/s

p Angular velocity on {B} roll rad/s
q Angular velocity on {B} pitch rad/s
r Angular velocity on {B} yaw rad/s

x Position along axis x on {U} m
y Position along axis y on {U} m
z Position along axis z on {U} m

φ Roll Angle along x axis {U} rad
θ Pitch Angle along y axis {U} rad
ψ Yaw Angle along z axis {U} rad

3.1 AUV Mathematical Model

The 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) nonlinear equations of motion for marine and flight ve-

hicles are most conveniently developed using a body-fixed coordinate frame {B} and a

global earth-reference frame {U} as shown in Figure 3.1. The body-fixed frame {B} has

components of motion given by the 6 velocity components ν = [u, v, w, p, q, r] (surge,

sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw); while the six component of position and attitude in

the global earth-reference frame {R} are described as η = [x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ].

Figure 3.1: Coordinate Frames

The dynamic model of an underwater vehicle is developed through Newton- Euler
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formulation using laws of linear and angular momentum. The equations of motion of

such vehicles are coupled due to hydrodynamic forces which act on the vehicle. The

equations of motion with respect to the body-fixed frame {B} can be written as:

Mν̇ + C(ν)ν + D(ν)ν + g(η) = τ (3.1)

where the positive definite inertia matrix M includes the inertia of the vehicle as

a rigid body and the added inertia. The matrix C(v) ∈ R6×6 groups the Coriolis and

centripetal forces, this matrix is skew symmetrical. The hydrodynamic damping term

D(v) ∈ R6×6 takes into account the dissipation of energy due to the friction exerted

by the fluid surrounding AUV, the vector g(η) ∈ R6 is the combined gravitational and

buoyancy forces in the body-fixed frame, and τ is the resultant input vector of thruster,

control plane forces and moments, as depicted previously. One of the main topics of

this work is related with the underactuated restriction of the system, the fact is that in

the majority of these types of vessels there are no actuators in every state of motion,

generally the actuators τ only are involved directly on the surge (u), (p) pitch and yaw

(r) components of motion as τ = [τu, 0, 0, τp, 0, τr].

The relationship between linear and angular velocities in the body-fixed frame to

those in the earth-reference frame is given by the transformation (η, ν) → (η, η̇) ex-

pressed in the next relation:

η̇ = J(η)ν (3.2)

Addressing that the problem related in this work, develops the movement of the

vehicle in the horizontal plane, and with the assumption that the origin of the body-

fixed frame coincides with the AUV centre of mass, while its axes are along the principal

axes of the inertia of the vehicle, and also assuming that the vehicle has three planes of

symmetry in the presence of ocean currents described by its surge and sway components

vcx and vcy , the kinematic equations of motion are derived as it follows;


ẋ

ẏ

ψ̇

 =


cosψ −sinψ 0

sinψ cosψ 0

0 0 1



u

v

r

+


vcx

vcy

0

 (3.3)

Assuming that the Center of Mass of the vehicle coincides with the centre of buoy-

ancy, the hydrodynamic drag terms of order higher than two are negligible, the 6 degrees

of freedom (6-DOF) model of a surface vessel can be reduced to a 3-DOF model since
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the motions in heave , pitch and roll can be neglected. This is because heave, pitch

and roll motions are small under normal conditions, and because they are stable due

to restoring forces. This also means that they do not need to be controlled. Since

there are no restoring forces in the remaining three degrees of freedom, the restoring

forces term is neglected altogether., the dynamics for surge, sway and heading i.e., the

dynamic equations of the system yield:

muu̇−mvvr + duu = τu (3.4)

mvv̇ +muur + dvv = 0 (3.5)

mrṙ −muvuv + drr = τr (3.6)

where the mu := m − Xu̇, mv := m − Yv̇, mr := Iz − Nṙ and muv := mu − mv

are the mass and hydrodynamic added mass terms and du := −Xu − X|u|u|u|, dv :=

−Yv − Y|v|v|v|, dr := −Nr − N|r|r|r| capture the hydrodynamic damping effects. Note

that the equation of v̇ is not driven by any force.

Fluidodynamic theory is rather complex and it is difficult to develop a reliable

model for most of the hydrodynamic effects. A rigorous analysis for incompressible

fluids would require the implementation of the Navier-Stokes equations (distributed

fluid-flow). However, in this work, modeling of the hydrodynamic effects in the context

of automatic control is considered. Generally interested in a physical phenomenon only

if it significantly affects the dynamics properties of the system under consideration.

With the previous discrimination the next statements are proposed:

- The inertia matrix (including the added mass) is symmetric and positive definite,

i.e., M = MT > 0

- the matrix C(ν) (including the added mass) is skew-symmetric.

- Consider only linear and quadratic damping term and group these terms in a

matrix D | D(ν) > 0∀ν ∈ <6

Next the coefficients values are enlisted:
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Table 3.3: Rigid Body and Hydrodynamic parameters of the AUV

Parameter symbol Value unit

Mass m 185 kg

Rotational inertia Iz 50 kgm2

Added mass Xu̇ -30 kg

Added mass Yv̇ -80 kg

Added mass Nṙ -30 kgm2

Surge linear drag Xu 70 kg/s

Surge quadratic drag Xu|u| 100 kg/m

Sway linear drag Yv 100 kg/s

Sway quadratic drag Yv|v| 200 kg/m

Yaw linear drag Nr 50 kgm2/s

Quadratic yaw drag Nr|r| 100 kgm2



Chapter 4

Motion Control

Over the last few years a considerable grown interest in the development of advanced

methods for marine vehicle motion control has raised. Namely, point stabilization, tra-

jectory tracking, and path following control. Point stabilization refers to the problem of

steering a vehicle to a final target point, with a desired orientation. Trajectory tracking

requires a vehicle to track a time-parameterized reference curve. Finally, path follow-

ing control aims at forcing a vehicle to converge to and follow a desired spatial path,

without any temporal specifications. The latter objective occurs for example when it

is required that an AUV examine an area by performing a lawn mowing maneuver

along desired tracks with great accuracy, at speeds determined by a scientific end-user.

The underlying assumption in path following control is that the vehicles forward speed

tracks a desired speed profile, while the controller acts on the vehicles orientation to

drive it to the path. Typically, smoother convergence to a path is achieved when path

following strategies are used instead of trajectory tracking control laws, and the control

signals are less likely pushed to saturation.

Major facts that make it difficult to control underwater robots include: the highly

nonlinear, time-varying dynamic behavior of the robot; uncertainties in hydrodynamic

coefficients; the higher order and redundant structure when the manipulator is attached;

disturbances by ocean currents; and changes in the centers of the gravity and buoyancy

due to the manipulator motion which also disturbs the robots main body. It is difficult

to fine-tune the control gains in air or during operation in water. Therefore, it is highly

desirable to have a robot control system that has a self-tuning ability when the control

14
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performance degrades during operation due to changes in the dynamics of the robot

and its environment.

The way-point description is an attractive methodology since the reference trajec-

tory can be compactly stored onboard the vehicle and the reference trajectory genera-

tion does not put any significant burden on the onboard computer.

The way-points can be pre-mission programmed or generated at run-time by using

maps and sensors. Once the way-points are decided, it is usually desirable that the

autonomous vehicle tracks the way-points as close as possible, even in the presence of

unknown environmental disturbances.

Conventional way-point guidance systems are usually designed by reducing the output

space from 3 DOF position and heading to 2 DOF heading and surge. In its simplest

form this involves the use of a classical autopilot system where the commanded yaw

angle ψ is generated such that the cross-track error is minimized. This can be done

in a multivariable controller; for instance H∞ or LQG, or by including an additional

tracking error control-loop in the autopilot [25], [26].

The way-point tracking is based on the Line Of Sight methodology in which the

task is to force the vessel position p = [x, y]T to converge to a desired path actuating

in the yaw angle ψ to converge to the LOS angle:

ψlos = atan2(ylos.y, xlos − x) (4.1)

where the LOS position plos = [xlos, ylos]
T is the point along the path which the vessel

should be pointed at, utilizing the four quadrant inverse tangent function atan2(y, x)

ensures the mapping ψlos ∈ [−π, π].

Since the problem of steering an underactuated AUV raises some challenging ques-

tions in control system theory due to being an underactuated system, so an application

of the Brockett’s theorem [?] shows the nonexistence of pure-state feedbacks that are

able to asymptotically stabilize an underactuated vehicle at a fixed point and that the

vehicle also exhibits complex hydrodynamic effects that must necessarily be taken into

account during the controller design phase. Namely, the vehicle exhibits sway and heave

velocities that generate non-zero angles of sideslip and attack respectively. This con-
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siderations rules out any attempt to design a steering system for the AUV that would

rely on its kinematic equations only, so both the kinematic (3.3) and dynamic (3.4 3.5

3.6) must be taken into account and a nonlinear controller is designed..

4.1 Problem Formulation

For the way-point tracking methodology previously mentioned, let p = {p1, p2, ..., pn}; pi =

(xi, yi) ∈ R2; i = 1, 2, ..., n be a given sequence of way-points expressed in a earth-

reference frame {U} as in Figure 4.1. Associated with each pi; i = 1, 2, ..., (n − 1)

consider the closed ball Bε1(pi) with center p− i and radius εi > 0 i.e., Bε1(pi) := {p ∈
R2 : ||p − pi|| ≤ εi}. Derive a feedback control law for surge force τu and torque τr so

that the vehicle’s center of mass (x, y) converges to pn after visiting (that is, reaching)

the ordered sequence of neighborhoods Bε1(pi); i = 1, 2, ..., (n− 1) in the presence of a

ocean current disturbance.

The general kinematic and dynamic equations of motion of the vehicle in the hori-

zontal plane can be developed using a earth-reference frame {U} and a body-fixed

coordinate frame {B} and in the case of a fixed current (vcx , vcy) 6= 0 the kinematic

equation take the form of (3).

Neglecting the motions in heave, roll and pitch the simplified equations of motion

for surge, sway and heading are depicted in (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6).

4.2 Controller Design

For the design of the controller a coordinate transformation is introduced [27] . Let

(xd, yd) denote a way-point, d the vector form the origin of frame {B} to (xd, yd), and

e its length, β the angle measured from xB to d.

The new set of equations for the earth-reference frame are:

e :=
√

(x− xd)2 + (y − yd)2 (4.2)

ψ + β := tan−1

(
−(y − yd)
−(x− xd)

)
(4.3)
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Figure 4.1: Coordinate transformation (Kinematic model)

with e the distance between the actual position of the vehicle to the desired way-

point and β the angle of alignment of the vehicle to the desired way-point, as it can be

pictured in the Figure Figure 4.1. The distances can be represented as it follows:

x− xd := −e cos(ψ − β)

y − yd := −e sin(ψ − β)

The function atan2 is used to compute the error angle ψ + β, this function is the

Four-quadrant inverse tangent which gather information of the sings of the inputs in

order to return the appropriate quadrant of the computed angle.

The ocean current disturbance can be characterized by its intensity Vc and direction

φc in the earth-referenced frame. Taking into account the previous transformations,

the kinematics equations of motion of the AUV can be rewritten in the new coordinate

system to yield

ė = −u cos β − v sin β − Vc cos(β + ψ − φc) (4.4)
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β̇ =
sinβ

e
u− cosβ

e
v − r +

Vc
e

sin(β + ψ − φc) (4.5)

ψ̇ = r (4.6)

The controller will be designed at two steps, kinematic and dynamic levels. At the

kinematic level, the control objective consists of recruiting the linear an angular veloc-

ities u and r, to regulate the position p := (x, y). The inputs u and r are viewed as

control inputs and the dynamics of the sway velocity v must be explicitly taken into

account since the presence of this term in the kinematics equations is not negligible.

The strategy used to design this first step of the controller is: i) manipulate r to

regulate β to zero and align the orientation of the vehicle xB with the vector d, thereby

(4.5) takes the form:

β̇ = 0 =
sin β

e
u− cos β

e
v − r +

Vc
e

sin(β + ψ − φc);

as r would become the virtual control, we obtain:

r =
sin β

e
u− cos β

e
v +

Vc
e

sin(β + ψ − φc); (4.7)

in the previous equation the other virtual control u is present, so next ii) is to

actuate on u to force the position of the vehicle to approach to p = 0. Given that

β ≈ 0 from the previous assumption and taking into account (4.4), the next Candidate

Lyapunov Function is proposed:

Verror =
1

2
e2 (4.8)

obtaining the derivatives along the trajectory and under the assumption that β ≈ 0

(the vehicle is aligned to the vector e in Fig. Figure 4.1) yields:

V̇error = e (−u− Vc cos(ψ − φc)) (4.9)

to make V̇error a negative definite function, a virtual control u is proposed:

u = k1e+ k1γ − Vc cos(ψ − φc) (4.10)

replacing (4.10) in (4.9) we obtain
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V̇error = −k1e
2 − k1eγ

which is a negative definite function ∀e if γ > 0, so the error converges to zero. The

constant γ is a parameter design to avoid uncertainties when e = 0, so the error never

reaches a value of 0 instead approaches to γ. Now back to the kinematic control design

with u as virtual control defined in (4.10) and replacing in (4.7) we obtain:

r = k1 sin β + k1
γ

e
sin β − Vc

e
cos(ψ − φc) sin β

−cos β

e
v +

Vc
e

sin(β + ψ − φc)
(4.11)

and taking into account the trigonometric identity sin(A + B) = sinA cosB +

cosA sinB, with A = β and B = ψ − φc, we obtain

r = k1 sin β + k1
γ

e
sin β − Vc

e
sin(ψ − φc) cos β

−cos β

e
v + k2β

(4.12)

Thus (4.12) becomes the virtual control of r, now the Candidate Lyapunov Function

(CLF) is proposed:

Vkin =
1

2
β2 (4.13)

Computing the time derivative of the CLF along the trajectories of the system yields

to:

V̇kin = β

[
sin β

e
u− cos β

e
v − r +

Vc
e

(β + ψ − φc)
]

(4.14)

Replacing the virtual controls (4.12) into V̇kin we obtain:

V̇kin = −k2β
2 < 0

Thus, β is bounded and converges exponentially to zero as t→∞.

Now based on the backstepping technique the second step, the design of the control

in the dynamic level, the actual controls of the vehicle, the actuators τu and τr will be

designed to make the errors between the virtual controls and their real values exponen-
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tially tends to a small value near to the origin. The backstepping technique [28] is used

to extend the kinematic controller to the dynamic case, this taking into in account that

u and r as stated in equations (4.10) and (4.12) doesn’t involve the actuators, for which

the next error variables are introduced:

z1 := u− α1 (4.15)

z2 := r − α2 (4.16)

with α1 and α2 the virtual control laws in (4.10) and (4.12). Considering the Can-

didate Lyapunov Function:

Vdyn(β, z1, z2) = Vkin +
1

2
muz

2
1 +

1

2
mrz

2
2 (4.17)

The time derivative of the CLF Vdyn along the trajectories is:

V̇dyn = −k2β
2 + z1 [τu +mvvr − duu−muα̇1

+
sin β

e
β

]
+ z2 [τr +muvuv − drr

−mrα̇2 − β]

(4.18)

Analyzing the previous equation in a similar way that in the kinematic level, the

controller laws for the real actuators of the system can be derived to force the CLF to

be a negative definite function, obtaining:

τu = −mvvr + duu+muα̇1 −
sin β

e
β − k3z1 (4.19)

τr = −muvuv + drr +mrα̇2 + β − k4z2 (4.20)

Replacing (4.19) and (4.20) into (4.18) yields to:

V̇dyn = −k2β
2 − k3z

2
1 − k4z

2
2 < 0

which shows that the system is exponentially stable and so (x, y) converges to zero

as t→∞.
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The criterium used to select these gains was based on the following procedure: i)

use k3 and k4 to tune the performance or ur and r in tracking the corresponding virtual

signals generated by the kinematic feedback laws (4.10) and (4.12) ii) use k1 and k2 to

tune the convergence behavior of e to γ (small value near to zero γ > 0 used to avoid

uncertainties on the system coordinate transformation) and β to zero, respectively. To

obtain good performance, the dynamics of the tracking errors of the velocities should be

faster than the kinematic errors, and β should converge to zero faster than e to γ, that

is, the vehicle should align itself properly before it maneuvers to reach the final position.



Chapter 5

Path Planning

Path planning refers to planning a best or better path from the beginning to the end

in the known environment, which is a constrained optimization problem. Generally,

AUV has several availablepaths to complete a given task, we have to choose a optimal

(or near optimal) path under a certain criterion in practical applications. The com-

mon criterions include: the shortest path, the least energy consumption and the least

time consumption etc. Global path planning includes two sub-problems: environmen-

tal modeling and path search strategy. The main approach of environmental modeling

includes Visibility Graph method, free-space method and grid method. The main ap-

proach of path search includes A∗ algorithm, Genetic algorithms, artificial potential

field method and topology method. Path planning provides a basis for decision-making

control system, and decision-making control system controls the AUVs behaviors, such

as Goal Directed Behavior, Obstacle Avoidance Behavior, Pose Holding Behavior, etc.

Ocean current is a kind of energetic flow which can strongly perturb the development

of AUVs operations. In particular AUVs usually encounter strong current fields in the

marine environment that can jeopardize their missions, so the navigation problem must

consider the impact of ocean current. Determining and predicting ocean currents is

then a fundamental requirement to plan an optimal path, specially, the AUV works in

the large-scale marine environment, it has to consider the energy exhaustive. The AUV

should take full advantage of the energetic field of ocean current, along the direction of

ocean current and avoid energy consumption for resistance to current as possible as it

can. The flow has to be viewed not as a disturbance, but as a time-varying nonlinear

system to be incorporated into motion planning algorithms.

22
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Figure 5.1: Hierarchical layers in the AUV

The specific optimal control problem addressed here is the minimum time problem, also

known as Zermelo’s navigation problem, stated as follows: given a 2D, time-varying flow

field, the initial position-time of a vehicle and its fixed speed relative to the water, find

the path of a vehicle to a given target position in minimum time, if this possible, within

a given maximum allowed time.

5.1 Problem Formulation

Given a start node s and a destination node d, and the field distribution of the ocean

currents as a velocity vector, find a path such that the time of travel of the vehicle

along the path at a fixed velocity vr in minimum time.
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5.2 Optimization Description

Consider an underwater environment discretized in space over an m × n regular grid

along the two Cartesian directions. Let ∆x, ∆y be the gridding intervals in the x and

y respectively axis. Any point in the grid defines a node x = (h, k), 0 ≤ h < m,

0 ≤ k < n. A path Γ between a starting node s and a destination node d is defined

through a sequence of nodes Γ = {s, · · · , xi, xi+1, · · · , d} and its made by straight-line

segments connecting any two adjacent nodes xi, xi+1. A current velocity vector (vcx , vcy)

is defined at any point in space. And considering that the dimensions of the AUV are

considered much smaller than the dimensions of the ocean basin and ocean structures.

Thus static route planning, which does not count for the AUVs dynamics, is appropriate.

The travelling time required by a given path is evaluated computing and adding up

the time required to cover each segment constituting the path. Consider the ith segment

xi−1, xi connecting the nodes {xi−1, xi} of any arbitrary path; let di denote its length,

and let ~ei be a unitary vector oriented along the segment, in the direction of desired

motion of the vehicle. At any point (x, y) along the segment the vehicle must have a

nominal velocity ~vi(x, y) given by:

~vi(x, y) = ~vr(x, y) + ~vc(x, y) ∈ xi−1xi (5.1)

where ~vr is the speed of the vehicle relative to the current (fixed). The time to cross

the segment is given by:

ti =
|di~ei|
|~vi|

(5.2)

and the total travelling time of the path is finally given by the summation
∑m

1 ti. A

computational difficulty on evaluating the expression (5.1) appear when current speeds

are different in the surrounding nodes, in these cases, a unique velocity cannot be de-

fined for the entire segment so, a recursive approach has been implemented to overcome

the problem, the segment is split into sub-segments and interpolate them to obtain the

current velocity vector ~vc(x, y).

As the problem addressed here is related to the minimum time problem, the func-

tional used is J =
∫ tf

0 1dt, the structure to calculate the time intervals of the sub-

segments between the initial and final points is introduced to a Matlab optimization
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routine Fmincon, which is used to solve constrained non-linear optimization problems.

The process begins with an initial guess, which is to generate a straight path between

the initial and final points with a determined number of way-points in the middle, next

the optimization process searches in the neighbors of the sub-segments of every par-

tition of the path mentioned previous for deviations in the straight path for a major

contribution of the surroundings currents present, this will increase the nominal veloc-

ity of the vehicle ~vi, even do the distance may be larger, but finally with the objective

of minimize the time consumption of the path.



Chapter 6

Simulations

6.1 Path-plannig simulation

The ocean current model were obtained from a stream function field randomly gener-

ated. The first simulation is related to the path-planning optimization procedure de-

scribed in section 5, the test is to drive the vehicle from a initial position x0 = 10, y0 = 57

to a the target position is xd = 80, yd = 57 in different configuration of the intermediate

way-points, the relative velocity of the vehicle was fixed at vr = 0.5m/s.

In the previous figure, 3 simulations were run, first is a straight path between the

initial and target point, then a 1 intermediate way-point and finally a 5 intermediate

way-points also were tested, the results of the time consumption are enlisted next.

Table 6.1: Path-Planning Optimization test
Intermediate Way-Points Travel Time

0 205,01 s
1 158,59 s
5 156,93 s

As it can be seen the optimization on the path-planning process greatly improves

the time consumption of travel for the vehicle in the presence of the ocean currents,

however, the inclusion of far too much intermediate way-points in between doesn’t seem

to give so much reduction on the travelling time, instead as it will be remarked later, it

isn’t a good choice to impose a series of way-points very close from each other for the

tracking control.

26
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Figure 6.1: Path-Planning for different intermediate way-points

6.2 Motion Control simulation

Now to test the functionality of the controller proposed in 4 a first trial is developed,

the controller must follow a straight line in the presence of arbitrary currents, the initial

point is x0 = 40 y0 = 10 and the target point is xd = 40 yd = 60. Both the optimization

path-planning with a fixed vehicle velocity of vr = 0.5m/s and the way-point tracking

controller are shown.
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Figure 6.2: Planar Plane: dotted line = path-planning, solid line = tracking controller

As we can see in the simulation, the path-planning optimization search a route, not

necessarily the shortest between the initial and final point, but the one in which the

contribution of the currents improve the velocity of the vehicle. The way-point con-

troller also take advantage of the way-point generated in the path-planning but, also

has to deal with the fact that for the final position there exist a constant current in a

fixed orientation, whereby, the controller forces the vehicle to align against this current

and make that the final position of the vehicle be as closest as possible to the desired

target destination. Next the results for the way-point tracking controller are expanded,

showing every variable of interest for the controller for the earth-reference frame {U}
and the body-fixed frame {B}.
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Figure 6.3: Reference Frame components

Figure 6.4: Body-fixed Frame components

The time evolution for the control signals τu and τr are presented

Figure 6.5: Control Signals

The errors in the coordinate-frame transformation (distance and angle) are showed,

also the errors in the backstepping dynamics (real controls follow the virtual control

laws):
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Figure 6.6: Errors (position & angle)

Figure 6.7: Backstepping Errors

As we can see, the controller deals with the ocean current along the entire path and

drives the vehicle to the target position in such way that it avoid a oscillatory behavior

for the final approximation.

6.3 Integration path-planning & motion control

A more extensive simulation is performed to illustrate the efficacy of the way-point

tacking control algorithm and the path-planning optimization technique, increasing the

space of movement as the initial point is x0 = 10 and y0 = 55 and the target point is

xd = 120 and yd = 60, and the number of intermediate way-points between the initial

and target points is 4. However it can be seen that in the neighbors of each way-point

the controller will “switch” its target abruptly which generates jumps in the trajectory,

a ball of acceptance ε = 1.5m was fixed for the switches between way-point. The results

of the simulation are shown next:
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Figure 6.8: Planar Plane: dotted line = path-planning, solid line = tracking-controller

The components of the for the earth-reference frame {U} and the velocities of the

body-fixed frame {B} are shown next. In Figure 6.10 it can be noted the abrupt changes

in the surge velocity, This due to the switching in the way-points, this is also pictured

in the figure with the evolution in time of the control signal Figure 6.11 and in the time

evolution of the error signals in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.9: Reference Frame components

Figure 6.10: Body-fixed Frame components

The control signal are shown next.

Figure 6.11: Control Signals

The errors in the coordinate-frame transformation (distance and angle) and the er-

rors in the backstepping dynamics are showed next.
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Figure 6.12: Errors (position & angle)

Figure 6.13: Backstepping errors

A remark, one of the strongest assumptions in this work falls on the full information

knowledge about the ocean currents, which in practical applications is not quite easy

to obtain, nevertheless research on the topic has developed some interesting results as

in [29].



Chapter 7

Conclusions

The problem of the position-tracking control of underactuated AUVs in the presence

of ocean currents in the horizontal plane has been addressed. A mathematical 3 DOF

model for the kinematic and dynamic coordinate frames of the AUV was used. A coor-

dinate transformation was introduced to derive the errors in position and orientation of

the vehicle. An optimization Path-Planning methodology was implemented to generate

way-points that reduces the time travel from a initial to a destination points. The

nonlinear control design methodology adopted for the tracking controller is based on

Lyapunov stability theory and backstepping techniques. The controller proposed drive

the vehicle effectively to the desired point through the way-points. Simulations with

the nonlinear model of the AUV showed the efficacy of the control laws proposed.

The design of the controller allows to drive the AUV to a desired point, with an

approaching dynamic actuated on the surge velocity to slow down the vehicle in the

neighbors of the target position. The direct inclusion of the currents interaction with

the AUV in the design of the track controller laws allowed an efficient behavior for

the final stage of approximation to the target position aligning the vehicle against the

current vector, thus avoiding oscillatory movements.

Further work is required to extend the results to the case of time-varying ocean

currents by combining with methods such as Kalman estimator and robust adaptive es-

timation. The robustness of the navigation controller would improve with the inclusion

of an adaptation law in the controller that estimates the parameters of the hydrody-

namic coefficients. Also extend the results to 3D environments, taking into account the

34
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motion for depth of the vehicle which can be treated in a similar way that was proposed

in this work with the full 6 DOF model is a interesting topic to further work.
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